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Who is the strongest japanese god

When we talk about the Japanese and the goddesses, we must understand that much of mythology and pantheon comes from the traditional folklores of Shinto – one of the main religions of Japan. And interestingly, very similar to Hinduism, Shinto, or kami-no-michi (‘the Way of the Gods’) is a polytheistic
way of religion that comes from the highly pluralistic culture of Japan throughout history. In essence, Shinto, without any founder proclaimed or prescribed tenets, can be perceived as the evolution of local animal beliefs of the Yayoi culture (300 BC – 300 AD) which have been further influenced by
Buddhism and also Hinduism throughout the centuries. And given the nature of these localized folklores (intermissed with myths of the venerated entities of Buddhism and Hinduism), the Japanese gods and goddesses are deities mainly based on kami – mythical spirits and supernatural beings of the
earth. In terms of history, the first of these mythologies have been documented in forms written since the beginning of the 8th century – serving as a standardized (or at least generalized) model of the Shinto pantheon for most of Japan. To this end, most of the mythical narratives of the gods and
Japanese goddesses are derived from Kojiki encoded books (about 708-714 AD), Nihon Shoki (about 720 AD), and Kogoshui of the 9th century (who compiled the oral folklores missing from the previous two encoded documents). 1) Izanami and Izanagi – The Japanese Primordial Divines of
CreationPakuinting Creation. Source: Wikimedia Commons Like most myths of creation, the Japanese myth Shinto is also made up of the primordial. Called Izanagi (Izanagi no Mikoto or ‘who invites’) and Izanami (Izanami no Mikoto or ‘who invites’), the brother and sister duo are perceived as divine
beings who have brought order to the sea of chaos under the sky creating theland – in the form of the island of onogoro. Honorary.enough, most of the narratives concur that they were directed to do so by an even previous generation of kami (divine beings) who resided in the plain of the sky. Even more
intriguing is the way in which the duo created the earthworm, standing on the bridge or stairway to the sky (Ama-no-hashidate) and mixing the chaotic ocean below with their spear carved by the jewels, thus giving rise to the island of Onogoro. However, despite their apparent naivety, things soon fell in
favor, with their first union creating a deformed offspring – the god Hiruko (or Ebisu – discussed later in the article.) Izanagi and Izanami continued to create more earthquakes and to give birth to other divine entities, thus giving form to the eight main islands of Japan and over 800 kami. Unfortunately, in
the arduous process of creation, Izanami died of burning pain in giving birth to Kagutsuchi – the god of Japanese fire; and consequently is sent to the underground world (Yomi). Izanagi followed his sister Izanami to the underworld, and even managed to convince the old generation of gods to allow her to
return to the kingdom of the living. But the brother, eager to wait too long, takes a premature look at the 'inundated' state of his sister, who was more like a rotten and decomposite corpse. A series of angry kami thunders attached to this body chased Izanagi out of the underground world, and he just about
fled from Yomi blocking the entrance with a huge stone. He followed a purifying ritual, so Izanagi uninadvertently created other gods and goddesses of Japan – the Mihashira-no-uzunomiko, like Amaterasu – the goddess of the sun left from washing her left eye; Tsuki-yomi – the god of the moon born from
the washing of his right eye, and Susano – the god of the storm left his nose. To this end, in the Shinto culture, cleansing (harai) is an important part of the ritual before entering sacred shrines.2) Yebisu – TheJapanese of fortune and andKumon Institute of Education – Kikugawa Eizan As we mentioned in
the first entrance, Hiruko (‘Leach Child’), the first son of the primordial duo Izanagi and Izanami, was born in a deformed state – which, according to mythical narrative, was due to a transgression in their marriage ritual. However, in some narratives, Hiruko was later identified with the Japanese god Yebisu
(perhaps from medieval times), a deity of fishermen and fortune. In this regard, the myth of Yebisu was probably modified to welcome his divine (and rather indigenous) descent among Japanese kami. Basically, Yebisu (or Hiruko), after being born without bones, was said to have been put adrift in the
ocean at three years. Despite this immoral process, the child, fortunately, somehow managed to come to the shore of an Ebisu Saburo. The child then grew through various difficulties to call himself Ebisu or Yebisu, thus becoming the patron god of fishermen, children, and above all wealth and fortune. As
for the latter attribute, Yebisu is often considered as one of the primary deities of the Seven Gods of Fortune (Shichifukujin), whose narrative is influenced by local folklores than foreign influence. With regard to the depictions, despite its numerous adversities, Yebisu maintains his youthful mood (often
called "late-god") and wears a high and pointed cap bent in the middle called eboshi kazaori. In an interesting note, Yebisu is also the god of jellyfish, given its initial form without bone.3) Kagutsuchi – The Japanese God of Destructive FireSource: Pinterest The Japanese god of fire, Kagutsuchi (or
Homusubi) was another offspring of the primordial Izanagi and Izanami. In a tragic turn of fate, his burning essence burned his mother Izanami, who led to his death and his departure towards the underworld. In a form of anger and revenge, hisIzanagi continued to tear Kagutsuchi's head – and the blood
shed led toof even more kami, including the gods of the martial thunder, the mountain gods, and also a dragon god. Simply put, Kagutsuchi was considered as the precursor of various powerful and powerful distant deities who also carried out the creation of iron and weapons in Japan (perhaps reflecting
foreign influence in different weapons of Japan). As for history and the cultural side of business, Kagutsuchi, as the god of fire, was unexpectedly perceived as a (potential) agent of destruction to Japanese buildings and structures typically made of wood and other fuel materials. Suffice to say, in the
Shinto religion, it becomes the center of several appeasing rituals - with a ceremony related to Ho-shizume-no-matsuri, an imperial costume that was designed to avoid the destructive effects of Kagutsuchi for six months.4) Amaterasu - The Japanese goddess of JessiBeans' Rising SunArtwork
(DeviantArt)Amatera In many ways, as Queen of the Kami, she exposes the greatness, order and purity of the sun that rises, even though she is also the mythical ancestor of the Imperial Japanese family (which alludes to their legendary lineage in Japanese culture). His epithet suggests his role as leader
of the gods, with the sovereignty directly granted by his father Izanagi – creator of many gods and goddesses of Japan. In this regard, one of the crucial Shinto myths talks about how Amaterasu herself, as one of the Mihashira-no-uzunomiko, was born from the cleaning of the left eye of Izanagi (as
mentioned in our first entrance). Another popular myth concerns the way Amaterasu locked himself in a cave after having had a violent altercation with Susanoo, the god of the storm. Unfortunately, forworld, its radiant aura (epitomizing the effulgent sun) has been hidden, thus covering the lands in
darkness. And it was only after a series of distractions and friendly jokes condemned by the other Japanese gods who were convinced to leave the cave – which once again led to the advent of radiant sunlight. As for lineage in cultural terms, the Imperial Japanese line is mythically derived from
Amaterasu’s grandson – Ninigi-no-Mikoto, who was offered by his grandmother the sovereignty of the Earth. On the historical side of business, Amaterasu (or his equivalent deity) had always been important in Japanese lands, with many noble families claiming lineage from the deity of the sun. But his
prominence was rather improved after the Meiji Restoration, according to the principles of the Shinto state religion.5) Tsukiyomi - The Japanese God of the MoonSource: Scion-Origin Unlike many Western mythologies, the lunar deity in Japanese Shinto is a male – given the epithet of Tsukiyomi no Mikoto
or simply Tsukiyomi (tsuku probably means ‘moon, month’ and yomi referring to ‘reading’). He is one of the Mihashira-no-uzunomiko, being born from the washing of the right eye of Izanagi – thus making him the brother of Amaterasu, the goddess of the sun. In some myths, it was born from a mirror of
white copper held in the right hand of Izanagi. As for mythical narrative, Tsukiyomi, the god of the moon went to marry his sister Amaterasu, the goddess of the sun, thus allowing the union of the sun and the moon in the same sky. However, the report was soon shattered when Tsukiyomi killed Uke Mochi,
the goddess of food. The effervescent act was apparently carried out by disgust when the lunar god witnessed Uke Mochi spitting out of various food items. In response, Amaterasu broke up with Tsukiyomi moving to another part of the sky, thus making day and nightseparate.6) Susanoo – The Japanese
God of the seas and stormsBorn fromBorn of Izanagi, father of the Japanese gods, Susano was a member of the trio of Mihashira-no-uzunomiko, thus making him a brother of both Amaterasu and Tsukiyomi. As for his attributes, Susanoo was perceived as a temperament kami, discipleed that is prone to
chaotic mood swings – so alluding to his power on the constantly evolving storms. Mythically, the mercury nature of its benevolence (and malevolence) also extends to the seas and winds near the coast – where many of its sanctuaries are located in the south of Japan. Speaking of myths, Susanoo is
often celebrated in Shinto folklore as the guileful champion who defeated the evil dragon (or monstrous snake) Yamata-no-Orochi cutting all his ten heads after having imbibing them with alcohol. After the meeting, he recovered the famous sword Kusanagi-no-Tsurugi and also won the hand of the woman
who saved from the dragon. On the other hand, Susanoooo is also depicted in a somewhat negative light (which reflects the chaotic nature of the storm god), especially when it comes to his rivalry with Amaterasu, the leader and goddess of the kami sun. On one occasion, their challenge turned bitter, with
the hiring Susanooo going on a ramp destroying the rice fields of the goddess of the sun and also killing one of his assistants. In response, the angry Amarosu retreated into a dark cave, thus tearing his divine light from the world, while the always half-sister Susanooo went away from the sky.7) Raijin and
Fūjin – The Japanese deities of WeatherFūjin-raijin-zu of Tawaraya Sōtatsu, Source: Wikimedia Commons Speaking of storms and duality of character, Raijin and Fujimin To this end, Raijin is the deity of thunder and lightning that unleashes his storms with the wiring of his hammer and the
drumbeat.Raijin is depicted with three fingers – each representing thepresent and future. fujin, on the other hand, is the monstrous kami monstrous of the winds, which brings his right part of galley and gusts into a bag on the shoulders. According to some myths, he was fujin to save the japan during the
Mongol invasions by unleashing a typhoon on the fleet approaching – which was later called kamikaze (« divine wind»). However, other myths related to samurai call it the work of hachiman – the god of war (discussed later in the article.) interesting, there is a hypothesis on how fujin was probably inspired
by the Greek-Buddhist wardo deity (sold along the path of silk,) that, in turn, was derived from the Greek godwork of the Boreas wind.8) Ame-no to this end, one of the central myths of shinto concerns as amaterasu, the goddess of the sun, locked herself in a dark cave after being ocire with susanoo, the
god of the storm. this led to the arrival of darkness on the heavens and on the earth. Thus, in order to distract the other anxious kami, Ame-no-Uzume, by virtue of its intrinsic spontaneity and creativity, covered with leaves of sakaki tree. then started making cherry screams and followed up from skillful
dance at the top of a platform. he also resorted to remove his clothes, which led to fun among other gods who began to roar in joy and laughter. the emergence of the merriment led the curiosity of amaterasu, which is finally ocyted by his cave, and therefore the world was once again covered with radiant
sunlight.9) hachiman – the Japanese god of war and the art of the archery of milek jakubiechachiman (also called yahata no kami) epitomizes the syncretism between Shinnto and Buddhism in advanceJapan. seen as the god of war, arch, culture and also of divination, the deity possibly evolved (or grew
in importance) with the establishment of various Buddhist sanctuaries in the country after about the ix century AD to this end, in a classic example of cultural overlap, hachiman, the kami of war, is also venerated as a Japanese Buddhist bodhisattva (of the Japanese Buddhist bodhisattva). As for his
intrinsic association with war and culture, Hachiman is said that his avatars carry forward the legacy and influence of Japanese society burgeoning. in this regard, mythically, one of his avatars resided in the empress jingu who invaded the korea, while another was reborn as his son Emperor ojin (about
the end of the ii century AD) which brought back to his court Chinese and Korean scholars. hachiman was also cited as the patron deity of the influential minamot clan (about 11th century AD), which rather advanced their political cause and claimed lineage to the semi-lighted ojin. As for one of the popular
myths, it was hachiman to save the japan during the Mongol invasions by unleashing a typhoon on the fleet of approaching – which was later called the kamikaze (« divine wind”).10) inari – the Japanese deiristà of agriculture (rice,) commerce, and swords considered as one of the most venerated kami in
the pantheon shinto, inari, often depicted in dual- As for the first, inari was also venerated as the patron deity of merchants, traders, entertainers, and even blacksmiths. in some mythical narratives, it is perceived as the progeny of susanoo – the god of the storm. interesting, reflecting the vague genre of
divinity (which was oftenas an old man, while in other cases, he was depicted as a woman with a fox head or accompanied by foxes), even Inari waswith other Japanese kami. For example, in the Shinto traditions, Inari was associated with benevolent spirits such as Hettsui-no-kami (a kitchen idea) and
Uke Mochi (a food idea). On the other hand, in Buddhist traditions, Inari is venerated as the Chinjugami (protector of the temples) and Dakiniten – which was derived from the Hindu-Buddhist deity of Dakini or celestial goddess. 11) Kannon – The Japanese Deity of Mercy and CompassionSource:
TwitterTalking of Buddhist traditions and their influence on native pantheon, Kannon serves as one of Japan's most important Buddhist deities. Venerable as the god of mercy, compassion and even domestic animals, the deity is venerated as Bodhisattva. It is interesting to note that, contrary to the direct
transmission from China, the figure of Kannon is probably derived from Avalokitêśvara – an Indian deity, whose name in Sanskrit translates into the “Lord that refers to all”. To this end, even the paradise of Kannon – Fudarakusen, is considered by many Japanese adherents to be in the southern tip of
India. In the religious and mythical scheme of things, Kannon, like some other Japanese gods, has their variations in the form of gender, thus expanding on their aspects and associations. For example, in the female form of Koyasu Kannon, it represents the appearance of childbirth, while in the form of
Jibo Kannon, it represents the loving mother. Intriguing enough, Kannon is also venerated in other religious confessions of Japan – in Shinto, he is the companion of Amaterasu, while in Christianity he is venerated as Maria Kannon (the equivalent of the Virgin Mary). 12) Jizo – The Japanese Guardian
God of Travelers and ChildrenSource: Twitter Another Bodhisattva among the Japanese gods, the always beloved Jizo is venerated as the protector of children, weak and travellers. As for the first, in mythical narrative, Jizo had the deep duty ofthe suffering of lost souls in hell in helldriving them to the
western paradise of Amida (one of the main Japanese Buddhist deities) – a plane where souls are freed from karmic rebirth. In a moving package of Buddhist traditions, unborn children (and small children who died before their parents) do not have time on Earth to satisfy their karma, being so confined to
the purgatory of souls. So Jizo's task becomes even more crucial, which helps these children's souls bringing them into the sleeves of his clothes. As for the cheerful count of Jizo, the Japanese god of good nature is often depicted as a simple monk who forgets any form of ostentatious ornaments and
gifts, developing an important Japanese god. Image credit: Feig Felipe Pérez (ArtStation) (ArtStation) who is the most powerful japanese god
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